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Latest News





 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman receives congratulations on Eid al-Fitr. 
 Read More 

April 202404:43 PM
 Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman receives congratulations on Eid al-Fitr. 




 Egyptian celebrities, including Amr Youssef, Yousra, Amina Khalil, Hassam El Raddad, and Dina El Sherbiny attended the private screening of the new film "Shako" at a cinema in the city of 6 October, where it is competing in the Eid al-Fitr film season. The film, starring Amr Youssef and Dina El Sherbiny, is the sixth collaboration between them and tells the story of a young man who becomes involved in the drug trade. The film also stars Yousra, Amina Khalil, and Mohamed Mamdouh, and... 
 Read More 

April 202410:17 AM
 "Shoqoo" movie special offer unites star-studded cast. 




 Rotana Khalijiya channel aired the last episode of the popular TV series "Shabab Al-Bomb 12" which included funny moments and bloopers from behind-the-scenes footage. The episode also showed special scenes of actors preparing for their roles, including installing fake hair and setting up lighting on location. Fans reacted positively to the episode on social media. In addition, the show announced that a film adaptation of "Shabab Al-Bomb" is in the works, directed by Yule C... 
 Read More 

April 202410:12 AM
 Final Episode of Youth Bombing Series 12 




 The series "Running with Monsters" has aired its final episode starring Nadal Al-Shafei and directed by Abd al-Aziz Hashad. The final episode saw the character Abdul Qawi, played by Mohammed Ezz, attempt to kill Said, played by Nadal Al-Shafei, after discovering that he was left disabled following an operation. Abdul Qawi is then sent to prison. The show also stars Mahmoud Hegazy, Edward, Mohamed Ezz, Fadia Abdel Ghani, Hassani Shatta, Salah Abdallah, Ilham Ojdi, Marwa El-Azlee, Ayd... 
 Read More 

April 202409:49 AM
 "Monster Chase: Muhammad Aziz Attempts to Kill Nidal Al-Shafi'i" 




 The last episode of the Egyptian TV series "Tel El-Rabayeb" saw the killing of Hajaj's wife Manal, after she went to the police and asked to leave him. Hajaj then kills her before committing suicide. Nushat reads news of Hajaj's suicide in the newspaper, as well as the death of Abbas and his son in a warehouse fire, which makes him afraid that the curse inside the treasure will come true. He talks to an archaeologist who tells him that the man who owned the curse was a fraud... 
 Read More 

April 202409:45 AM
 "Tal Al-Rahib" finale: Hajjaj kills his wife and commits suicide. 





Latest Series
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[image: Mobtaathat]Mobtaathat
 Four Saudi girls travel abroad on university scholarships. As they grow close, they reveal the real reasons that prompted each of them to leave her home country, in a story that more shines a spotlight on the social and cultural struggles that face Arab girls in Western societies. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Touq]Touq
 At the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, Helen comes to Jerusalem as a part of a foreign archaeological expedition and demonstrates the ability to more decipher the language of Jesus Christ. As events escalate from the city of Edinburgh in Scotland and end in Saudi Arabia, the search continues to uncover the secrets of that world. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: JARI AL WOUHOUSH]JARI AL WOUHOUSH
 "JARI AL WOUHOUSH" DELVES INTO THE DESTRUCTIVE NATURE OF GREED, PORTRAYING HOW IT DRIVES INDIVIDUALS TO COMMIT SINS AND DECEIVE OTHERS FOR PERSONAL GAIN. THE STORY FOLLOWS HANIYEH'S RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF HER HUSBAND'S WEALTH, LEADING TO MANIPULATION AND BETRAYAL WITHIN THE FAMILY. AS CONflICTS ESCALATE BETWEEN SIBLINGS NABIH, SAEED, AND ABDEL QAWI, EACH SEEKS DOMINANCE AND CONTROL. SAEED'S DESPERATE qUEST FOR CHILDREN UNVEILS DARKER INTENTIONS, ULTIMATELY SPARKING A POWER STRUGGLE THAT THREATENS TO TEAR THE FAMILY APART. WILL GREED TRIUMPH, OR WILL IT LEAD TO THE DOWNFALL OF ALL INVOLVED? 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Sabaya S5]Sabaya S5
 In this season, the girls live in the same neighborhood where Media arrives for a recovery period. It depicts wider issues than love and relationships shedding light on the more struggle of actresses to make peace with their body image following pregnancies, among many other issues. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Shabab Albawmb S8]Shabab Albawmb S8
 A tragicomedy about the different issues of the youth. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Al Zaheba]Al Zaheba
 A chance meeting in a broken down elevator ignites a spark between Sultan and Dahab. As their love story develops, they come across a lot of social issues that haunt the Saudi more society. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Al Rahel Season 7]Al Rahel Season 7
 Focuses on honoring the most prominent celebrities of the late Saudi Arabia, from By highlighting their life path and achievements and setting examples for young people and generations to follow coming. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Arabwood Season 2024]Arabwood Season 2024
 An artistic news bulletin, interested in displaying artistic news in the Arab world, verifying rumors that are launched on artists, in addition to news of international stars, and Hollywood stars in a comprehensive and detailed follow-up of all their activities and news, as well as addressing all new works of art, and presenting the opinions of critics about them 
 Watch Now 
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[image: IBADAT AL QULUB]IBADAT AL QULUB
 THIS PROGRAM FOCUSES ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE HEART IN WORSHIPING ALLAH. IT EXPLORES VARIOUS HEART RELATED ACTS OF WORSHIP SUCH AS PIETY, SINCERITY, FEAR, AND HOPE. THE AIM IS TO EMPHASIzE HOW THESE INNER qUALITIES CONTRIBUTE TO A DEEPER AND MORE MEANINGFUL CONNECTION WITH THE DIVINE. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: SAYDATY 2023-2024]SAYDATY 2023-2024
 The program discusses all issues related to Saudi women in particular and the Arab world in general, and includes 6 paragraphs, the first of which is fixed, during which the details of the episode are presented in addition to special reports. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: They consult with you Ramadan 2024]They consult with you Ramadan 2024
 The program offers the solution and the advisory opinion concerning matters of religion and life, accompanied by senior scholars and scientists. 
 Watch Now 
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[image: Al Rahel Season 6]Al Rahel Season 6
 Focuses on honoring the most prominent celebrities of the late Saudi Arabia, from By highlighting their life path and achievements and setting examples for young people and generations to follow coming. 
 Watch Now 










[image: Rotana Cinema KSA]First free-to-air Arabic movie channel, Rotana Cinema KSA, is the number one channel of choice for audiences in the MENA region. Owe its success to the categorized approach in which it broadcasts its movies and features exclusive Arabic movie premieres. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Cinema Masr]First free-to-air Arabic movie channel, Rotana Cinema Egy, is the number one channel of choice for audiences in the MENA region. Owe its success to the categorized approach in which it broadcasts its movies and features exclusive Arabic movie premieres. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Comedy]Laugh out loud with the diverse comedy programs offered by Rotana Comedy, which feature comedic TV series and movies from around the world. These programs target comedy lovers and are very popular in the Arab world. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Classic]Relive the glory days with Rotana Classic, a TV channel specializing in classic Arabic movies and shows featuring golden-era films, popular dramas from the '80s and '90s, and music concerts by legendary Arab artists. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Drama]Experience ultimate drama entertainment with Rotana's TV channels, boasting the most extensive regional series collection. Captivating programs for all ages and tastes, delivering top regional & international dramas that keep you on the edge of your seat 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Khalijea HD]Discover our top-rated TV channel, catering to Saudi and GCC audiences with our Khaliji flavour and diverse programming that connects naturally with viewers. Immerse yourself in our culture and society with content that speaks your language and mindset. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: LBC]Home to an impressive collection of programs that cater to every woman’s interests, LBC has established itself as an avant-garde entertainment platform, bringing Arabs various successful shows that had a significant impact on the Arab world. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	
	

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Kids]A world of animated wonders and educational delights. A joyful mix of fun and learning for young minds, offering captivating adventures and heartwarming stories. Every moment is a magical discovery for the curious and creative little viewers. 

 Follow us on: 
	
	
	





[image: Rotana Aflam]Experience the best in modern Arabic cinema and TV with Rotana Aflam+, specializing in contemporary Arabic films and series. It features action flicks, comedies, dramas, and romance and is perfect for younger audiences interested in Arab entertainment. 





[image: Rotana Cinema France]Rotana Cinema France is the number one Arabic channel for French audiences. Owe its success to the categorized approach in which it broadcasts its movies and features exclusive Arabic movie premieres. 





[image: Rotana HD]ROTANA+ HD has the best Arabic movies, elite series and a wide variety of lifestyle programs in HD format to provide its viewers with a crisper picture and a better experience. 
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[image: Rotana Clip]Your Destination for the Latest Music Videos and the Best Singers on Screen Anytime, Anywhere! 

 Live Stream 



[image: Rotana Music]Home of exclusive music for all Arab stars, where you can listen and enjoy different artistic tastes, and keep up with the news of your favorite artists 





[image: M+ HD]The encrypted music channel, which viewers follow to enjoy their favorite high-quality video clips. 





[image: Al Resalah]A religious Islamic channel that enhances human and Sharia values, offering educational, social, and recreational programs for Arab families in a balanced and gentle manner. 

 Live Stream 



[image: Al Resalah International]Al Resalah International the latest TV channel on the internet aimed at our viewers abroad in Europe and worldwide bringing them a selection of Islamic shows in both Arabic & Foreign languages. 

 Live Stream 
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 Rotana © 2023 All videos and content on this website are trademarks, and all related images and content are the property of Rotana. Reproduction of this content is strictly prohibited. 
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